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UNIVERSITY OF THE PHILIPPINES MANILA 
The Health Sciences Center 

8th Floor Central Block Bldg., PGH 
Taft Avenue, Manila 

SPECIAL BIDS AND AWARDS COMMITTEE 
 
 
 
BID BULLETIN No. SWC_3R2015–02_7 
 
11 February 2015 
 
 
PROJECT TITLE:  SPORTS AND WELLNESS CENTER [PHASE 1] – RE BID 
 University of the Philippines Manila 
 
 
SUBJECT: ANSWERS TO QUERIES 
 

1. Query:  As per Scope of Work, structural works shall be from ground floor up to 3rd floor. If this is the case, 
until what elevation or height based from the 3rd floor line will the 3rd floor columns and its reinforcements be 
constructed?  Answer:  Structural works shall be from its foundation up to the top of roof beam, including the 
roof system. 
 

2. Query: As per Bid Bulletin issued, fire protection works sprinkler system, fire alarm system and smoke 
detectors are for phase 2. If this is so, why include the design in phase 1? Also, is a pre-approved certificate 
of compliance from Bureau of Fire Protection for the design a requirement in the technical eligibility 
document? Answer:  Fire Protection system design and installation shall be included in Phase 1   
 

3. Query:  Where is the location of 6”CHB partitions & 4.5mm thk fiber cement board double wall w/ 76mm 
metal studs and tracks?  Answer:  Wall type layout. See attached plan. 
 

4. Query: In the legend of Architectural Plans A.12, A-13, A-14 the floor tiles 0.60x0.60M Homogenous Tiles 
and 300x300x1.3mm thk floor vinyl tiles are marked for phase 2 while in the Bill of Quantities there are bid 
items 1.2 Tile Works 0.60x0.60M Vitrified Floor Tiles and 300x300x1.3mm thk floor vinyl tiles. What will we 
follow in our bid?   Answer:  On sheet A-12  
 
Ground Floor Finish Layout 
a. Vinyl Tiles for Open Class Area and Temporary Class Rooms will not be included in Phase 1 
b. 600x600mm Vitrified Non-skid Class A floor tiles on Ground Floor Comfort Rooms for male, female and 

PWD shall be included in Phase 1 
 

On Sheet A-13 Second Floor Finish Layout. 
a. 600x600mm Vitrified Non-skid Class A floor tiles on Ground Floor Comfort Room for PWD only shall be 

included in Phase 1. 
 
On Sheet A-14 Third Floor Finish Layout. 
a. Include all Floor Finish at Third Floor for Phase 1. 
 

5. Query: Shall we include all Lavatory Countertops w/ pre-polished tiles for Ground, Second & Third Floors?  
Answer:  Include all lavatory countertops for comfort rooms that are included in Phase 1 for ground floor up 
to third floor. 
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6. Query:  Shall we include painting works for the whole building or up to third floor line only?  Answer:  
Exterior painting works shall include the complete painting of exterior for Phase 1. 

 
7. Query:   In the scope of works for Phase I of Architectural Plans, the floor tiles on the comfort rooms are 

included while in the plans they are leveled as FF-01, FF-02 for Ground & Second Floor while FF-03 for 
Third Floor. Which to follow and what are included in the bidding?  Answer:  Refer to item #2 
 

8. Query:  Shall we include all the cubicle partitions for Ground, Second & Third Floor toilets?   Answer:  Only 
cubicle partitions at third floor comfort rooms shall be included for Phase 1. 
 

9. Query:  In the Legend of Architectural Plans A.12, A.13, A-14 FF-02 Chlorinated Rubberized Paint is 
marked for Phase 2 while in the Scope of Works & Bill of Quantities Item 2.2 there is a bid item, which to 
follow?  Answer:  Only basketball court flooring shall be applied with Chlorinated Rubberized Paint for 
Phase 1. 
 

10. Query: In the Architectural Plans A.7 the tubular pipes fixed louver in the right side elevation are marked for 
Phase 2 while in the Bill of Quantities there is an Item 2.3 Grill Works 2”x2” & 6”x6” Square Tubing. What 
will we follow?  Answer:  Include Grill works on front and right side elevation for Phase 1. 
 

11. Query: Since the structural works is up to third floor line only, up to where is the scope of works of the stair 
railings under Item 2.4?  Answer:  Structural works shall be from its foundation up to the top of roof beam, 
including the roof system. 
 

12. Query: In the Architectural Plans A.2 the 6mm thk fiber cement board cladding on 1 ½ x 1 ½ x ¼” angular 
bar paint finish are marked for Phase 2 while in the Scope of Works and Bill of Quantities Item 2.7 they are 
included. Which to follow?  Answer:  Wall cladding shall be included for Phase 1. 
 

13. Query:  Please clarify the scope of works of structural works if foundations up to third floor line only. How 
about the elevator shaft and stair, is it up to third floor line only?  Answer:  Elevator shaft shall be included 
for Phase 1. 
 

14. Query: In the structural plans S-8 the reinforcement for suspended slab are Grade 60 bars while in the Bill of 
Quantities the item to bid under 3.B is for Grade 40 bars only, which to follow?  Answer:  Reinforcement 
bars for suspended bars shall be Grade 40. 
 

15. Query: In the structural plans S-10 the strength of concrete to be used are for footings & footing beams = 
4,000psi, 2nd floor beams & slab = 5,000psi, 3rd floor beams & slab = 4,000psi, column and shear wall 
foundation to 2nd floor = 5,000psi, column and shear wall to 2nd to roof, footing stp& UG tank = 4,000psi, 
retaining wall, cistern wall, cistern slab, septic tank, stairs = 4,000psi, lean concrete, non-structural R.C. 
walls, lintel beams & stiffener columns, slab on fill = 3,000psi while in the Bill of Quantities Item 3.B the 
required is 5,000psi only? Please clarify?  Answer:  Footing, columns, beams, slabs, reinforce walls and 
stairs shall be 4000 psi, Lean concrete, septic tank, lintel beams & stiffener columns, slab on fill shall be 
3000 psi. 

 
16. Query:  Since the structural works is up to third floor line only. Up to where is the scope of electrical works? 

Is it up to third floor line only?  Answer:  Electrical works coverage shall include areas above mezzanine line. 
 

17. Query: Since the structural works is up to third floor line only. Up to where is the scope of plumbing works? 
Is it up to third floor line only?  Answer:  Plumbing works coverage shall include areas above mezzanine 
line. 
 

18. Query:  In the plumbing plans P-7 there is only one(1) 2,500gals capacity stainless steel water tank while in 
the Scope of Works Architectural Plans A.2 to A-5 there are two(2) water storage tanks. Which to follow?  
Answer:  There shall be (1) 2500 Gal Storage tank with complete accessories for Phase 1. 
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19. Query:  Since the structural works is up to third floor line only. Up to where is the design of Fire Protection 

Works? Up to where is our cost estimate of materials & labor for fire protection? Up to third floor line only? 
Please clarify?  Answer:  Fire Protection System coverage shall include areas above mezzanine line. 
 

20. Query: There is a requirement for underground water cistern at the ground floor. Can you provide us a detail 
since the depth of the footings in the location of the cistern will be affected? Is it included in Phase I? Please 
clarify?  Answer: Underground Cistern shall not be included in phase 1 

 
21. Query: Is there an existing pressured pipe or fire line where we can connect the fire supply line of the 

proposed new sports & wellness center? If there is, where is the location?  Answer: Fire Protection system 
design and installation shall be included in Phase 1. 
 

22. Query:  As per Bid Bulletin issued, fire protection works sprinkler system, fire alarm system and smoke 
detectors are for phase 2. If this is so, why include the design in phase 1? Also, is a pre- approved 
certificate of compliance from Bureau of Fire Protection for the design a requirement in the technical 
eligibility document?  Answer:  Fire Protection system design and installation shall be included in Phase 1   
 

23. Query: On Electrical works:   
 
a. What is the specification of the primary distribution line? Size and material.  Answer:  Care of Meralco.  

 
b. As per plan MDP is 1200A with 3 sets of 3-250mm² feeder lines. As per BOQ biggest circuit breaker is 

500A and biggest wire is 150mm². If there is downgrading what is now size of the transformers?  
Answer:  Refer to Electrical Plan. 
 

 
24. Additional Information: 

24.1 Include VAT at 12% in the estimate. 
24.2 Provide separate quality estimate (detail to estimate as required) for 3000 psi and 400 psi concrete 

strength. 
 

- Nothing follows - 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ALEX C. GONZAGA, PHD, DR.ENG 
SBAC Chair 


